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1. When Mary became pregnant,
Mary and Joseph were:
A: married
B: engaged
C: just friends
D: none of the above

1. When Mary became pregnant,
Mary and Joseph were:
B: engaged
Matt 1:18
This is how the birth of Jesus the Messiah came
about: His mother Mary was pledged to be married
to Joseph, but before they came together, she was
found to be pregnant through the Holy Spirit.
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1. When Mary became pregnant,
Mary and Joseph were engaged:
There were three states of a marriage in the Bible:
Stage 1: signing the "ketubbah" contract –
Creating the marriage bond. Engaged
Stage 2: The "chuppah":
up to 7 years later, husband comes to get the
wife bride who was living at her home

Stage 3: The wedding feast
moving to the husband’s household

2. When Mary became pregnant
A: Joseph married her
B: Joseph wanted to dissolve their relationship
C: Mary left Nazareth for a while
D: an angel told them to go to Bethlehem
E: both B and C
F: both B and D
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2. When Mary became pregnant
E: both B and C
(B) Matt 1:19 Because Joseph her husband was faithful
to the law, and yet did not want to expose her to
public disgrace, he had in mind to divorce her quietly.
(C) Luke 1:39-40 At that time Mary got ready and
hurried to a town in the hill country of Judea, where
she entered Zechariah’s home and greeted Elizabeth.
Luke 1:56 Mary stayed with Elizabeth for about three
months and then returned home.

3. Who directed Mary and Joseph
to go to Bethlehem?
A: Herod
B: Caesar
C: an angel
D: the IRS
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3. Who directed Mary and Joseph
to go to Bethlehem?
B: Caesar
Luke 2:1
In those days Caesar Augustus issued a decree that a
census should be taken of the entire Roman world.
The distance from Nazareth to Bethlehem was about
70-80 miles and the trip would have taken 4 to 7 days.

4. Joseph’s family was originally
from
A: Jerusalem
B: Bethlehem
C: Nazareth
D: none of the above
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4. Joseph’s family was originally
from
B: Bethlehem
Luke 2:4
So Joseph also went up from the town of Nazareth in
Galilee to Judea, to Bethlehem the town of David,
because he belonged to the house and line of David.

5. For the journey to Bethlehem
Mary and Joseph
A: walked
B: Joseph walked and Mary rode a donkey
C: took a bus
D: The Bible does not say
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5. For the journey to Bethlehem
Mary and Joseph
D: The Bible does not say
They may have taken a pack animal with them to
carry some of their supplies for the journey
The traditional picture of Mary riding on a donkey
may or may not be correct.

6. Who told Joseph to name the
baby Jesus?
A: Mary
B: the chief priests and scribes
C: an angel of the Lord
D: Herod the king
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6. Who told Joseph to name the
baby Jesus?
C: an angel of the Lord
Matt 1:20-21
But after he had considered this, an angel of the Lord
appeared to him in a dream and said, “Joseph son
of David, do not be afraid to take Mary home as
your wife, because what is conceived in her is from
the Holy Spirit. She will give birth to a son, and you
are to give him the name Jesus, because he will
save his people from their sins.”

7. What did the innkeeper say to
Mary and Joseph?
A: There’s no room in the inn
B: I have a stable out back
C: both A and B
D: none of the above
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7. What did the innkeeper say to
Mary and Joseph?
D: none of the above
There is no innkeeper mentioned in the Bible.
Luke 2:7 in most Bibles,
“there was no room for them in the inn”
Greek – no space (topos) for them in the guest room or
upper room (katalyma)

7. What did the innkeeper say to
Mary and Joseph?
D: none of the above
Katalyma -

same word Jesus used in Luke 22:10-12
for the guest room for the Passover meal

Pandocheion -

Greek word for public or commercial inn
used in the parable of the Good Samaritan

Possible intending to stay in the upper room or guest room of
family or friends and not a public inn
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8. The baby Jesus was most
likely born in a
A: cave
B: tent
C: stable
D: house

8. The baby Jesus was most
likely born in a
D: house
We know only what Luke records in 2:7 –
She wrapped him in cloths and
placed him in a manger
stable is never mentioned in any scripture
“manger” - Possible in stable or living spaces of house
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9. What animals were present
at Jesus birth?
A: cows, sheep and camels
B: cows, chickens and donkeys
C: lions, tigers, and bears
D: the Bible does not say

9. What animals were present
at Jesus birth?
D: the Bible does not say
Likely that the child was born in a peasant home
Manager (feeding trough) at the end of the living room
Sheep, goats, and chickens might have been present.
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10. What is a manger anyway?
A: a small shed
B: a feeding trough
C: a place to keep hay
D: a Greek term for a nursery

10. What is a manger anyway?
B: a feeding trough
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11. When did baby Jesus cry?
A: when he saw the wise men
B: whenever babies usually cry
C: when the cattle started lowing
D: no crying he makes

11. When did baby Jesus cry?
B: whenever babies usually cry
Jesus was truly human in all regards.
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12. How many angels spoke
to the shepherd?
A: a multitude
B: one
C: two—Gabriel and Michael
D: who knows

12. How many angels spoke
to the shepherd?
B: one
Luke 2:9-10
An angel of the Lord appeared to them, and the glory
of the Lord shone around them, and they were
terrified. But the angel said to them, “Do not be
afraid. I bring you good news that will cause great
joy for all the people.
The angel is always referred to in the singular form.
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13. What sign were the shepherds
to look for?
A: a star over a stable
B: a barn outlined with Christmas lights
C: a baby in a manger
D: both A and C

13. What sign were the shepherds
to look for?
C: a baby in a manger
Luke 2:12
This will be a sign to you: You will find a baby
wrapped in cloths and lying in a manger.
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14. Just what is a
“heavenly host?”
A: an angelic choir
B: the welcoming angel in heaven
C: an army of angels
D: none of the above

14. Just what is a
“heavenly host?”
C: an army of angels
Luke 2:13-14
Suddenly a great company of the heavenly host
appeared with the angel, praising God and saying,
“Glory to God in the highest heaven, and on earth
peace to those on whom his favor rests.”
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14. Just what is a
“heavenly host?”
Word: stratia --- Strongs Number: G4756
Orig: feminine of a derivative of stratos
(an army; as encamped);
figuratively - the angels, the celestial luminaries:-1) an army, band of soldiers
2) in the NT, the hosts of heaven
2a) troops of angels
2b) the heavenly bodies, stars of heaven
(so called on account of their number
and their order)

15. What song did the angels
sing?
A: “O Little Town of Bethlehem”
B: Handel’s Messiah
C: “Glory to God in the Highest”
D: none of the above
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15. What song did the angels
sing?
D: none of the above
Not C (Glory to God in the highest) due to a
technicality in Luke 2:14.
Suddenly a great company of the heavenly host
appeared with the angel, praising God and saying,
14 “Glory to God in the highest heaven,
and on earth peace to those on whom his favor
rests.”
13

16. Who saw the star over
Bethlehem?
A: Mary and Joseph
B: the wise men
C: shepherds
D: both B and C
E: none of the above
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16. Who saw the star over
Bethlehem?
B: the wise men
Matt 2:1-2
After Jesus was born in Bethlehem in Judea, during the
time of King Herod, Magi from the east came to
Jerusalem and asked, “Where is the one who has been
born king of the Jews? We saw his star when it rose and
have come to worship him.”
Matt 2:9-10
After they had heard the king [Herod], they went on
their way, and the star they had seen when it rose went
ahead of them until it stopped over the place where the
child was. When they saw the star, they were overjoyed.

17. How many wise men (or magi)
came to see Jesus?
A: One
B: Three
C: Twelve
D: The Bible doesn’t say
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17. How many wise men (or magi)
came to see Jesus?
D: The Bible doesn’t say
More than one because “magi” is plural
Matthew refers to them as we, they, and them.
Three from three gifts mentioned in Matthew 2:11

18. What in the world are magi?
A: Persian tribal kings
B: men of a sacerdotal caste
C: magicians
D: astrologers
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18. What in the world are magi?
B + C:
B: men of a Sacerdotal caste
sac·er·do·tal adjective
relating to priests or the priesthood; priestly.
relating to or denoting a doctrine that ascribes
sacrificial functions and spiritual or supernatural
powers to ordained priests.

18. What in the world are magi?
C: magicians
practitioner of magic, to include
astrology,
alchemy
esoteric knowledge.
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19. When the wise men bought
their gifts to Jesus, they found
him in.
A: a stable
B: a church
C: a house
D: an inn

19. When the wise men bought
their gifts to Jesus, they found
him in
C: a house
Matt 2:11
On coming to the house, they saw the child
with his mother Mary, and they bowed down
and worshiped him. Then they opened their
treasures and presented him with gifts of gold,
frankincense and myrrh.
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20. For about 250 years after
Christ’s birth, Christmas was
celebrated on:
A: January 6
B: March 21
C: May 20
D: It was not celebrated at all

20. For about 250 years after
Christ’s birth, Christmas was
celebrated on:
D: It was not celebrated at all
If observed usually lumped with Epiphany (January 6)
December 25 choice made perhaps as early as 273
Already may have hosted other related pagan festivals:
• natalis solis invicti
(the Roman “birth of the unconquered sun”)
• birthday of Mithras, the Iranian “Sun of Righteousness
• The winter solstice nearby
• May have been before Pagan Celebrations
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Green Grow the Rushes

• Numbers Become Symbols
• each of the twelve numbers
is used as a symbol.

Green Grow the Rushes
Numbers Become Symbols
Each number is used as a symbol
1625 - first written down
Sung for centuries before
Words could easily be mistaken for words with a
similar sound
That was how different versions grew up
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I'll sing you ONE oh.
Green grow the rushes oh
ONE is ONE and all alone and
evermore
shall be so
TWO,
TWO Two for the lily-white boys,
All dressed up in green oh
THREE,
THREE THREE the rivals

FOUR for the Gospel-makers
FIVE for the symbols at your door
SIX for the six proud walkers
SEVEN for the seven stars in the sky
EIGHT for the eight bold rainers
(eight bold rangers, April
Rainers)
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NINE for the nine bright shiners
TEN for the Ten Commandments
ELEVEN for the eleven that went up to
Heaven
TWELVE for the twelve Apostles

I'll sing you ONE oh.
Green grow the rushes oh
ONE is ONE and all alone and
evermore shall be so
TWO,
TWO Two Two the lily-white boys,
All dressed up in green oh
THREE,
THREE THREE the rivals
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TWELVE for the twelve Apostles
ELEVEN for the eleven that went up to
Heaven
TEN for the Ten Commandments
NINE for the nine bright shiners

EIGHT for the April Rainers
SEVEN for the seven stars in the sky
SIX for the six proud walkers
FIVE for the symbols at your door
FOUR for the Gospel-makers
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THREE,
THREE THREE the rivals
TWO,
TWO Two for the lily-white boys,
All dressed up in green oh
ONE is ONE and all alone and
evermore shall be so. .

ONE IS ONE
GOD
There is only one God
There are no others, and therefore
God is "all alone" and
"evermore shall be so"
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LILLY-WHITE
BOYS
Jesus Christ and John the Baptist
White - innocence and truth and
purity Jesus and John were "Iily-white"
Green - eternal life, Jesus and John
"clothed all in green oh!"

RIVALS
Middle Ages - RIVALS meant PARTNERS
The three PARTNERS were
GOD THE FATHER
GOD THE SON
GOD THE HOLY SPIRIT
for all three are God
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RIVALS
In other versions
THREE WISERS
The three Wise Men
could easily sound like 'rivals'

GOSPEL
MAKERS

MATTHEW
MARK
LUKE
JOHN
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SYMBOLS AT
YOUR DOOR
Middle Ages – 5 pointed star on door
believed to keep evil away
If made of triangles three points
of a triangle were
Father, Son and Holy Spirit
Thus, the five-pointed star is a
symbol for God

PROUD
WALKERS
Some say SIX PROUD WATERS
SIX WATER POTS – Wedding at Cana
The WATERS were PROUD
because Jesus had used them
WATERS became WALKERS
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STARS
The SEVEN STARS
GREAT BEAR
(British)
BEAR and the WAGON (Greeks)
BIG DIPPER
(America)

STARS
Revelation 1:10-16
Seven Churches:
Ephesus
Pergamum
Sardis
Philadelphia

Smyrna
Thyatira
Laodicea
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BOLD
RANGERS
Eight people in Noah's Ark
Noah
his wife
his three sons
their three wives

BOLD
RAINERS
Other versions…
EIGHT BOLD RAINERS
The RAINERS would mean ANGELS
APRIL RAINERS,
hard to say what that would mean
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BRIGHT
SHINERS
NINE GROUPS OF ANGELS
Seraphim
Thrones
Cherubim

Dominions
Virtues
Powers

Principalities
Archangels
Angels

BRIGHT
SHINERS
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COMMANDMENTS

TEN COMMANDMENTS
Exodus 20. verses 2-17

WENT UP TO
HEAVEN

APOSTLES WITHOUT JUDAS
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APOSTLES

The whole band of TWELVE APOSTLES,
including Judas

Green Grow the Rushes

• Numbers Become Symbols
• each of the twelve numbers
is used as a symbol.
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The 12 Days of Christmas
In England, between 1558 and 1829
Being a Catholic was treated as a
bad crime
If you even owned a Catholic Bible
you could be put in prison!
King Henry VIII
fell out with the Catholic Church
started his own 'Protestant'
Church (Church of England)

The 12 Days of Christmas
Written to help children learn about
their Catholic religion?
Supposed to represent special
symbols and have hidden meanings,
No evidence that this is true
Likely just to be a folk song
Meanings were added at a later date!
All the symbols can be used by
Protestants and other Christians!
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The 12 Days of Christmas
Starts Christmas day and ends on
Epiphany (6th January)
On the first day of Christmas
my true love gave to me...
'true love' was meant to represent God,
the true love of the world
'me' in the carol is the Christian man or woman
who receives these presents

Partridge In A Pear Tree

Jesus who died on the cross
In ancient times a partridge was
often used as mythological
symbol of a divine, sacred king
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Two Turtle Doves

Old and New Testaments of the Bible
Doves also symbolize peace

Three French Hens

Faith, Hope and Love
the three gifts of the Holy Spirit
(1 Corinthians 13)
God the Father, Son and the Holy Spirit
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Four Calling Birds

Four Gospels in the New Testament
of the Bible

Five Golden Rings

First five books of the Bible
Pentateuch
Books of Moses
Torah
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Six Geese A-laying

Six days of creation

Seven Swans A-Swimming
Seven gifts of the Holy Spirit
(Romans 12)
Prophesying
Teaching
Giving
Mercy

Serving
Encouraging
Leadership
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Eight Maids A Milking
Eight beatitudes (Matthew 5:3-10)
Poor in Spirit
The Meek
The Pure in Heart

Those Who Mourn
The Merciful
The Peacemakers

Those Who Hunger and Thirst For Righteousness
Those Who are Persecuted because of
Righteousness

Nine Ladies Dancing
Nine fruits of the Holy Spirit.
(Galatians 5:22-23)
Love
Peace
Kindness
Faithfulness
Self-control

Joy
Forbearance
Goodness
Gentleness
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Ten Lords A-leaping

Ten Commandments (Exodus 20)

Eleven Pipers Piping

Eleven faithful disciples of Jesus
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Twelve Drummers Drumming
Twelve points of the Apostles' Creed.
1. I believe in God, the Father almighty, creator
of heaven and earth
2. I believe in Jesus Christ, his only Son, our Lord
3. He was conceived by the power of the Holy
Spirit and born of the Virgin Mary

Twelve Drummers Drumming
Twelve points of the Apostles' Creed.
4.
5.
6.

He suffered under Pontius Pilate, was
crucified, died, and was buried.
He descended into hell. On the third day
he rose again
He ascended into heaven and is seated at
the right hand of
God the Father Almighty
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Twelve Drummers Drumming
Twelve points of the Apostles' Creed.
7.
8.
9.

He will come again to judge the living
and the dead
I believe in the Holy Spirit
the holy catholic Church,
the communion of saints

Twelve Drummers Drumming
Twelve points of the Apostles' Creed.
10. the forgiveness of sins
11. the resurrection of the body
12. and the life everlasting
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How many gifts in total in the
12 Days of Christmas?
If you were receive all the presents in the song,
you'd get 364!
Day 1 - receive 1 gift
Day 2 - receives 3 additional gifts, making 4 total gifts
Day 3 - receives 6 additional gifts, making 10 total gifts
Day 4 - receives 10 additional gifts, making 20 total gifts
Day 5 - receives 15 additional gifts, making 35 total gifts
Day 6 - receives 21 additional gifts, making 56 total gifts
Day 7 - receives 28 additional gifts, making 84 total gifts
Day 8 - receives 36 additional gifts, making 120 total gifts
Day 9 - receives 45 additional gifts, making 165 total gifts
Day 10 - receives 55 additional gifts, making 220 total gifts
Day 11 - receives 66 additional gifts, making 286 total gifts
Day 12 - receives 78 additional gifts, making 364 total gifts

Chrismons
Chrismons are Christmas decorations
with Christian symbols
Often used on Christmas Trees in
Churches and Christian homes
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Chrismons
First made by Frances Kipps Spencer
Ascension Lutheran Church in Danville, VA

Chrismon - combination of
Christ + monogram (symbol)

Chrismons
Traditionally colored white and gold
White is the liturgical color for
Christmas symbolizes that Jesus
was pure and perfect
Gold symbolizes His Majesty and Glory
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The Basic
Cross
symbolizes
that Jesus
Christ died for
everyone on a
Cross

The Anchor
Cross
reminds us
that Jesus is
the anchor of
our faith

The Fish
from the Greek
word for fish
(ichthus),
Jesus
I
Christ
X
God
ʘ
Son
Y
Savior
S

The ChiChi-rho
looks like a 'P'
with an 'X' on
top of it. These
are the first two
letters of the
Greek word
'Christos' which
means Christ

Alpha and
Omega
the first and the
last letters of the
Greek alphabet.
They symbolize
that Jesus is the
beginning and
end of all things

The Trefoil
represents
the 'Trinity'
of God,
Jesus and
the Holy
Spirit
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The Jerusalem
Cross
It symbolizes the
Four Gospels in
the Bible or the
spread of the
Gospel to the
four corners of
the earth

Triumphant
Cross
represents the
earth with the
cross on top. It
symbolizes Jesus
is triumphant
over anything
we can face in
the world

The Latin Cross
(Roman Cross)
The base has
three steps that
symbolize faith,
hope, and love

Furca or Upsilon
Cross
from the Greek
letter Y. It is also
called The Thieves'
Cross from the
two robbers who
were crucified on
each side of Jesus

The Irish or
Celtic
Cross
A circle in
the middle
symbolizes
eternity

The Eastern
Cross
is used by
many
Eastern or
Orthodox
Churches
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The Nativity
Star
symbol of the
Star of
Bethlehem or
Epiphany, when
the Wisemen
visited Jesus

Eight Pointed
Star
represents
baptism and
regeneration

Five Pointed
Star
represents the
five wounds of
Jesus on the
cross

The Star of
David
a symbol that
Jesus was a
Jew and a
descendant of
King David

The Crown
symbol that
Jesus in
King. It
shows that
Jesus is
ruler over
heaven and
the earth

The Shepherd's
Crook or Staff
remembers that
Jesus sometimes
called himself a
shepherd or the
shepherds who
first told about
the birth of Jesus
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The Lamp
represents
that Jesus
is the Light
of the
World

The Triquerta
represents
the 'Trinity'
of God, Jesus
and the Holy
Spirit

The Dove
symbol of
peace and the
Holy Spirit
that appeared
as a Dove
when Jesus
was baptized

The Scroll
represents
the Bible

Hands in
Prayer
help
remember that
God wants us
to be in prayer
with Him

The Candle
represents
that Jesus is
the Light of
the World
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The Shell
a symbol for
baptism. Also
sign of
Pilgrimage Pilgrims to the
Holy Land would
use a shell as a
drinking vessel

The Ship
a symbol of
the Church,
sailing
towards
heaven

The Keys
a symbol for the
Church in all the
world. We have
the authority to
represent Jesus
and teach the
Good News of
Salvation

The Butterfly
is a symbol for
transformation
and the
immortal soul

The Lamb
is a symbol
for Jesus
who is
sometimes
called 'The
Lamb of
God'

The Angel
reminds of angels
who told about
the birth of Jesus
or the second
coming of Jesus,
which will start
with an Angel
blowing a trumpet
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The White
Rose
is a symbol for
purity and can
represent
Mary

The Cup or
Chalice
is a symbol of
Communion. It
also represents
God's
forgiveness

The Lion is a
symbol for
Jesus who is
sometimes
called 'The
Lion of
Judah'

“Symbol Catcher”
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Flip

Corner to Corner Folds
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Flip

Corner to CENTER Folds
Start Blank Up

Corner to CENTER Folds

Fingers in Blank Pockets
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